
Loreto Prayer for Advent
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WAITING AMID

UNCERTAINTY

In our Advent series, we invite the reader and viewer into personal and

communal contemplation of images that evoke an element of this liturgical

season.  Art historian, Dr Claire Renkin, and artist, Jan Hynes, provide a

refreshingly Aussie insight into an Advent encounter.

The season of Advent offers us an opportunity to pause as we wait for signs of

hope and of new life. As the tumultuous year of 2020 draws to a close, this

season of renewal has acquired unusual resonance because too many of us feel

emotionally and physically exhausted by the challenges and anxieties that

Covid -19 has visited upon our families, our communities, and even our

identities. Over the past few months we have heard innumerable politicians and

medical experts promising that our future will be better. Waiting on deliverance

from anxiety, separation and loneliness has become an all too familiar reality.

Jan Hynes 'The Visitation: Elizabeth Meets Mary at the

C-Bar Over Skinny Decaf Cappuccino and Carrot Cake' 

by Dr. Claire Renkin
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Biblical stories of course know this condition intimately, for they speak to us

tenderly of how we might keep our inner gaze on the coming of God who

dwells with us. The familiar narrative of the Visitation from Luke’s gospel

weaves our present troubles into a larger tapestry where confusion coupled

with trust envisions a new mode of living one for the other.  Unusually within

the gospels, the story of the Visitation features two women, both of whom

the text names.  Having become mysteriously pregnant through divine

means, the young Palestinian woman Mary travels from her country to the

land of Judah, where her much older cousin Elizabeth has also fallen

miraculously pregnant. These two women reach out to each other,

witnessing without quite understanding to the profound shift in salvation

history that is about to unfold from within their bodies. Female flesh 

 triumphantly harbors the seed of all that will prove just, merciful and 

 liberating.

As we see in this image by the Australian artist, Jan Hynes, she transposes

the meeting between Mary and Elizabeth to the contemporary setting of

Townsville.  In Hynes's interpretation the encounter between the two women

is located at the C-Bar, a popular café there. From the deck we look out 

 cross the turquoise waters of the North Queensland coast toward Magnetic

Island. The silhouette of the island looms across the horizon, evoking the

protective power associated with this sacred place. Despite wanting to share

immediately with her younger cousin Mary the complex emotions of delight

and contentment and perhaps also anxiety, Elizabeth responds with solemn 



restraint. Elizabeth reaches out to her much younger cousin, who wears the

canonical blue dress. The older woman’s gentle, supportive gesture and calm

gaze convey concern and perhaps puzzlement. Hynes depicts Elizabeth as a

down-to-earth mother-to-be, whose sensible sandals and sun-hat proclaim

good sense and practicality! Mary on the other hand appears preoccupied

and unprepared, for she has forgotten her sun hat, and her bare arms already

show signs of sunburn. The two women pause before they sit down to the

waiting cake and de-caff cappuccino set out on a table for four. What more

can an image for Advent deliver than these signs of hope?
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Jan Hynes 'The Visitation: Elizabeth Meets Mary at the

C-Bar Over Skinny Decaf Cappuccino and Carrot Cake' 
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PAUSE FOR REFLECTION

Sing Gently - Eric Whitacre

SCAFFOLD FOR REFLECTION

What signs of Advent hope have you discerned across these days:

in your heart and home, neighbourhood and nation, wider world?

What life-affirming encounters, such as the one experienced by

Mary and Elizabeth, have sustained you throughout the challenges

of this Covid year?

How do the Advent themes of waiting and uncertainty resonate

with you at this time?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=InULYfJHKI0
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PRAYER

AWARENESS
13th                 Third Sunday of Advent 

16th                 Beethoven's 250th birthday

For lengthening days of longing and love and encounters of promise and

potential, we praise you, O God!

For deliverance from anxiety, separation and loneliness and confusion coupled

with trust (that) envisions a new mode of living one for the other, 

we praise you, O God!

For the blessing of God-within-us and around us, and growth in grace, we

praise you, O God!

For the eternal prompt to move ever-outwards, bearing life and light to those

in most need, we praise you, O God!

For safety for our December journeys and for meaning-making during the pre-

Christmas crush, we praise you, O God!

'For deliverance from anxiety, separation and loneliness and confusion

coupled with trust (that) envisions a new mode of living one for the other,'

https://bible.usccb.org/bible/readings/121320.cfm
https://bible.usccb.org/bible/readings/121320.cfm
https://bible.usccb.org/bible/readings/121320.cfm
https://www.abc.net.au/classic/programs/beethoven-250/
https://www.abc.net.au/classic/programs/beethoven-250/

